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M
olecular materials form a large
class of substances known as
“van der Waals solids” due to the

eponymously named bond forces that are
largely responsible for their intermolecular
adhesion. The intrinsic weakness of this
bond leads to a low elastic modulus, and
when deposited onto a surface, a relatively
low adhesive energy between the molecu-
lar film and the substrate. The resulting low
strain energy between film and substrate
allows formation of nano- to macro-crystal-
line self-organized growth of films that are
registered, but not inherently closely lattice
matched to the substrate. This is in stark
contrast to the growth of more strongly
bonded covalent or ionic solids where, in

the absence of near-perfect lattice match-
ing, highly defected and disruptedmorpho-
logies result. When the lattice constants of
the molecular film approximately fit to
those of the substrate, oriented crystalline
films covering large areas canbe achieved.1�5

The relaxation of the requirement for pre-
cise lattice registration between film and
substrate results in so-called “quasi-epitaxial”
growth.2 In this work, we demonstrate
quasi-epitaxial (q-e) alignment of a buried
amorphous organic layer to the lattice of a
self-assembled nanocrystalline organic cap
layer when entropy is introduced into the
system via exposure to solvent vapor.
We call this process “inverse quasi-epitaxy”
since crystallization is initiated at a buried
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ABSTRACT It has been proposed that interface morphology affects the

recombination rate for electrons and holes at donor�acceptor heterojunc-

tions in thin film organic photovoltaic cells. The optimal morphology is one

where there is disorder at the heterointerface and order in the bulk of the

thin films, maximizing both the short circuit current and open circuit voltage.

We show that an amorphous, buried functionalized molecular squaraine

donor layer can undergo an “inverted” quasi-epitaxial growth during

postdeposition processing, whereby crystallization is seeded by a subse-

quently deposited self-assembled nanocrystalline acceptor C60 cap layer. We

call this apparently unprecedented growth process from a buried interface “inverse quasi-epitaxy” where the crystallites of these “soft” van der Waals

bonded materials are only approximately aligned to those of the cap. The resulting crystalline interface hastens charge recombination, thereby reducing

the open circuit voltage in an organic photovoltaic cell. The lattice registration also facilitates interdiffusion of the squaraine donor and C60 acceptor, which

dramatically improves the short circuit current. By controlling the extent to which this crystallization occurs, the voltage losses can be minimized, resulting

in power conversion efficiencies of ηP = 5.4( 0.3% for single-junction and ηP = 8.3( 0.4% for tandem small-molecule photovoltaics. This is a general

phenomenon with implications for all organic donor�acceptor junctions. That is, epitaxial relationships typically result in a reduction in open circuit

voltage that must be avoided in both bilayer and bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaic cells.

KEYWORDS: epitaxy . organic photovoltaics . solar cell . small molecule . donor�acceptor interface . squaraine . fullerene
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interface and proceeds throughout the previously
deposited layers. This is distinct from the case of
conventional epitaxy whereby growth and registration
to the substrate lattice occur during deposition at a
free surface. Moreover, this “solvent vapor annealing”
(SVA) of blends of two archetype functionalized squar-
aines (see Scheme 1), the asymmetric [2-[4-(N,N-di-
phenylamino)-2,6-dihydroxyphenyl]-4-[4-diphenyliminio]
squaraine] (DPASQ),6,7 and the symmetric 2,4-bis[4-(N,
N-diphenylamino)-2,6-dihydroxyphenyl] squaraine (DPSQ),
leads to their phase separation, alignment to, and
ultimately interdiffusion with a nanocrystalline fuller-
ene (C60) cap. When this donor�acceptor junction is
used as the active region in an organic photovoltaic
(OPV) cell, a power conversion efficiency of up to ηP =
5.4( 0.3%under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination (spectrally
corrected) is achieved. A similar blended-squaraine/
C70 junction is incorporated into a tandem OPV cell
with ηP = 8.3 ( 0.4%.
It has been shown that OPVs have maximum open-

circuit voltages (VOC) equal to the energy offset be-
tween the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor,8�10 reduced by the
polaron-pair binding energy.11,12 Typically, however,
VOC is reduced from its theoretical maximum value by
rapid polaron-pair formation and recombination (at
respective rates, krec and kPPr) that lead to an increase in
junction dark current.11,12 One means to decrease kPPr
(and hence minimize the loss in VOC) is to reduce
intermolecular orbital overlap at the donor�acceptor
(D�A) heterointerface by, for example, employing
molecular species that are sterically hindered from
close packing.13,14 Unfortunately, this strategy also
inhibits close molecular packing of like molecules in
the film bulk, resulting in OPVs with reduced exciton
diffusivity and an increased internal electrical resis-
tance. To reduce krec (e.g., by reducing bimolecular
recombination that governs formation of polaron pairs
from free carriers15), the mobility of the material must
be reduced near the interface by, for example, introdu-
cing disorder into each layer near the interface, or by
mixing of donor and acceptor molecules at the inter-
face. Recently, we demonstrated a technique to inde-

pendently control interface and bulk morphologies by

SVA of junctions between DPSQ6,7 and C60 to simulta-
neously minimize recombination and improve bulk
charge transport in bilayer OPVs.16 We found that
when the DPSQ was annealed prior to C60 deposition,
templating of the C60 occurred, and the VOC decreased
due to increased krec and kPPr, as expected for an
abrupt interface with close interfacial molecular pack-
ing. In contrast, when SVA follows C60 deposition, the
interface remains disordered, leading to a low krec and
kPPr, and hence, a high VOC, both results being consis-
tent with theoretical predictions of Giebink et al.11,12

Here, we show that when there is sufficiently close
lattice matching between layers, SVA of an amorphous
as-grown squaraine/fullerene bilayer can lead to in-
verted q-e growth of the underlying squaraine layer.
The lattice registration at the interface is detrimental to
device efficiency. Specifically, we find that the bulk
morphology and polaron-pair generation and recom-
bination kinetics at the donor�acceptor interface of
OPVs, and hence the VOC, is controlled by interface
order.

RESULTS

Both DPASQ and DPSQ are chosen for this study
since they exhibit strong absorption in the green and
near-infrared (NIR) spectral regions, respectively, open
circuit voltages approaching VOC = 1 V, and efficient
energy transport that results in high performance
photovoltaic cells.6,7 When DPSQ films are annealed
by exposure to dichloromethane vapor for ∼9 min,
they crystallize into nanometer-scale domains (see
Methods and Materials, and Supporting Information).
This roughens the film surface without developing
pinholes or voids.16 In contrast, we find that DPASQ
aggressively crystallizes with <4 min exposure to the
vapor, resulting in the formation of spherulites (Figure 1a
inset). The presence of spherulites indicates a strong
driving force for crystallization of the amorphous DPASQ,
with highly asymmetric crystal growth rates.17,18 The
spherulite grows from its nucleation site with the fast-
crystallization direction oriented radially in the film
plane. Growth occurs until the crystallite encounters
an energetically relaxed region (e.g., another spherulite),
and typically proceeds until the entire film is crystal-
lized (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information).17,18

To inhibit spherulite formation and the attendant
film roughening, SVA is performed following the de-
position of a 40 nm-thick C60 acceptor and a 5 nm-thick
3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic bisbenzimidazole (PTCBI)
buffer layer.19 The reduced density of spherulite nu-
cleation sites results from additional confinement im-
parted by eliminating the free surface.16,20 Spherulitic
crystallization, however, is not completely suppressed,
and the spherulites that nucleate grow to a terminal
diameter of 0.5�1.5mm (Figure 1a, inset). Atomic force
microscope images show that the surfaces of the PTCBI
above both the spherulite and in the spherulite-free

Scheme 1. Molecular structural formulae of the molecules
used in this work: (a) DPSQ, (b) DPASQ, (c) C60, and (d) PTCBI.
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regions undergo only minor increases in roughness on
SVA (i.e., the root-mean-square roughness increases
from rrms ≈ 1.1 ( 0.1 nm for the as-cast film to 1.6 (
0.1 nm for the SVA films).
Transmission electronmicroscope (TEM) images and

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of a
spherulite in a SVA DPASQ/C60/PTCBI layer stack are
shown in Figure 1, panels a and b, respectively. The
plan-view TEM shows a relatively featureless field, and
the SAED pattern shows three uniform rings originat-
ing from the (111), (220), and (311) diffraction orders
of the as-deposited, polycrystalline C60, along with a
rectangular array of spots corresponding to diffrac-
tion from a single crystal of DPASQ within a spherulite.

The DPASQ has surface unit mesh spacings of a =
13.9 ( 0.1 Å and b = 16.4 ( 0.1 Å offset by 90�. These
lattice constants match those measured for a mono-
clinic single crystal for the c-direction (13.99 Å), but
indicate an extension of ∼2% in the b-direction (see
Supporting Information). A family of diffraction orders
from the single-crystal DPASQ lies on each of the three
C60 diffraction rings (intersections circled in Figure 1b).
Note that the (020) spot has <0.5% mismatch with the
C60 (111) ring, and near-perfect matching between the
(031) and (032) diffraction orders of DPASQ and the
(220) and (311) diffraction rings of C60, respectively.
Although not visible in Figure 1b, the (100) lattice
constant of C60 (14.15 Å) has ∼1% lattice mismatch

Figure 1. Microstructural analysis of films: (a and c) transmission electron micrographs and (b and d) selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns after solvent vapor annealing (SVA) of (a and b) DPASQ/C60/PTCBI spherulite structures and (c and d)
blended squaraine/C60/PTCBI layers. (a) Electron micrographs show a relatively unstructured morphology in the spherulite,
while (c) mottling in the image of the blend (indicated by arrows) suggests phase separation. Phase-contrast micrographs are
inset into (a) showing a spherulite and (b) long-range phase separation, as indicated by dendrite formation of a blended
squaraine film. (b) The SAED pattern of DPASQ/C60 spherulites indicate single-crystal DPASQ and polycrystalline C60
diffraction patterns and the various lattice registrations at the (020), (031), and (032) diffraction conditions (circled); (d)
SAED pattern of the blended squaraine film shows decoration of the C60 diffraction rings with DPASQ crystallites, but no
diffraction from {023} and {040} families of planes. Schematic depictions film structures after SVA of (e) DPASQ/C60, and (f)
blended squaraine/C60. The upper layer (circles) depicts the nanocrystalline C60 and the lower squaraine layer (rectangles)
suggests fast crystallization direction (orange arrows) either in the film plane (thus forming a spherulite, Sph.), or into to the
plane of the film (resulting in inverse quasi-epitaxial growth, i-q-e). In the blended squaraine devices (f), the squaraine layer
phase separates into a crystalline DPASQ-rich areas (blue rectangles) that interdiffuse into the C60 and the DPSQ-rich areas
(red rectangles).
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with the (010) lattice constant of DPASQ. This abun-
dance of lattice coincidences results in several possible
q-e registrations between the DPASQ and C60.

2,4 This
epitaxial relationship is well-defined within the surface
plane in one direction (e.g., Æ020æ DPASQ is parallel to
Æ111æ C60), but perpendicular relationships are not ob-
vious, suggesting a point-online lattice registration.21,22

Note, however, that it is not possible to unambiguously
identify all preferred alignments between the two
crystal lattices since the interface is buried, and hence
is inaccessible to surface probes commonly used to
identify specific registrations.
The plan-view TEM image in Figure 1c of a similar,

but spherulite-free DPASQ:DPSQ blended squaraine
layer with a volume ratio of 4:6 that was annealed
following the deposition of C60 and PTCBI, shows
distinct mottling (arrows) that suggests phase separa-
tion. Phase separation is also observed after SVA of the
bare, blended squaraine films, but on a much larger
length scale than in the capped film (see Figure 1c,
inset). The SAED pattern in Figure 1d shows only larger
Bragg diffraction spots from crystallized DPASQ dec-
orating the C60 diffraction rings but not for {023} or
{040}, the families of planes with the strongest reflec-
tions. From this we infer that the fast crystallite growth
must be redirected into the film by the C60 cap, as
opposed to proceeding parallel to the film as in the
case of spherulitic growth where there is only coin-
cidental q-e alignment between the blends and the
C60. The lack of diffraction from {023} and {040}
indicates that the underlying film is not randomly
polycrystalline, but only contains grains oriented at
specific directions along grains of C60. There is no
evidence for inverse q-e of DPSQ, suggesting that only
nanocrystalline or amorphous DPSQ phases exist in
the blend.
The inverse q-e growth of crystalline domains of

DPASQ (molecules indicated by blue rectangles) rela-
tive to the C60 cap template (gray circles) is illustrated
in Figure 1e. Figure 1f depicts phase separation of the
squaraine blend followed by inverse q-e growth in-
itiated from the interface with C60 that subsequently
propagates through the bulk of the DPASQ. Consistent
with previous work,16 the DPSQ (red rectangles) layer
has, at best, nanoscale crystallinity; both illustrations
suggest interdiffusion of DPASQ and C60 (see below).
Current density�voltage (J�V) characteristics for

devices with the structure glass substrate/100 nm in-
dium tin oxide (ITO)/15 nmMoO3/16 nmDPASQ/40 nm
C60/5 nm PTCBI/100 nm Ag are shown for three
different film morphologies in Figure 2a and summar-
ized in Table I. As-cast DPASQ/C60 devices have VOC =
0.99( 0.01 V, short circuit current density of JSC = 4.6(
0.2 mA/cm2, and fill factor of FF = 74( 1%, resulting in
a power conversion efficiency under simulated 1 sun,
AM 1.5G illumination of ηP = 3.4 ( 0.2%. After SVA,
two regions are observed: spherulitic and inverse q-e

growth areas. The latter regions are uniform in appear-
ance in contrast to those exhibiting spherulitic growth.
Devices fabricated on the inverse q-e areas have VOC =
0.83( 0.01 V, JSC = 7.4( 0.4mA/cm2, and FF= 72( 1%,
with an efficiency of ηP = 4.4 ( 0.2%. The significant
drop in VOC that results from the inverse q-e process is
indicative of increased orbital overlap between the
donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO, and increased
Langevin-mediated polaron-pair formation resulting
from crystalline, high-mobility material extending to
the D�A interface (leading to increased kPPr and krec,
respectively).11,12 Devices fabricated directly on spher-
ulites are generally electrically shorted; however, in
those cases when the devices show diode character-
istics, their external quantum efficiency (EQE), JSC, and
VOC lie between that of the as-cast and inverse q-e
areas, and have slightly lower fill factors with a corre-
sponding efficiency of ηP = 3.5( 0.2%. This intermedi-
ate VOC results from the increased krec associated with

Figure 2. DPASQ/C60 photovoltaic cell performance; (a)
current�voltage (J�V) characteristics under 1 sun, simu-
lated AM 1.5G illumination in the 4th quadrant for as-cast
(AC, blue line), SVAspherulite (reddotted line), and spherulite-
free inverse q-e morphologies (black dashed line) with the
inset showing a single DPASQ spherulite and arrows indi-
cating where on a substrate the devices were fabricated; (b)
external quantum efficiency (EQE) vs wavelength response
of the devices in (a).

TABLE I. Efficiency Metrics for DPASQ/C60 Devices Fabri-

cated on As-Cast and Solvent Vapor Annealed Films

Where Each Device Was Made on a Spherulite or on a

Region That Has Undergone Inverse Quasi-Epitaxy (IQE)

device VOC [V] JSC [mA/cm
2] FF [%] ηP [%]

as-cast 0.99 ( 0.01 4.6 ( 0.2 74 ( 1 3.4 ( 0.2
spherulite 0.92 ( 0.01 5.7 ( 0.3 67 ( 1 3.5 ( 0.2
IQE 0.83 ( 0.01 7.4 ( 0.4 72 ( 1 4.4 ( 0.2
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the improved crystallinity of DPASQ, but poor inter-
molecular coupling between the DPASQ and C60 crys-
tallites caused by the lack of epitaxial alignment.
Figure 2b shows the EQE vs wavelength (λ) character-
istic for the same devices, comparing as-cast, and SVA
samples both on spherulites and spherulite-free areas.
The EQE increases nearly uniformly across the spec-
trum in both SVA samples, consistent with the ob-
served changes in JSC.
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry

(TOF-SIMS) was used to quantify the intermixing23 of
materials in DPSQ/C60/PTCBI stacks and spherulite-free
layer stacks of a 4:6 blend of DPASQ:DPSQ/C60/PTCBI
(Figure 3). Gaussian-shaped distributions of squaraine
(tracked by the C2N

� signal) are found for both the as-
cast (AC) blended squaraine and neat DPSQ layers,
whereas the C60 distribution (tracked by the C9

� signal;
also produced by the squaraines and PTCBI, albeit at a
lower yield) is constant throughout the C60 layer. The
AC blendedDPSQ/C60 andDPSQ:DPASQ/C60 structures
have abrupt interfaces within the experimental resolu-
tion limits. Hence, in this case, intermixing is not
observed (see below). The slight broadening observed
for the DPSQ peak on SVA is predominately a function
of the increased roughness at the surface of the stack,
but may indicate minor roughening or interdiffusion at
the DPSQ/C60 interface, which could account for the
∼30% increase in photocurrent on SVA (see Support-
ing Information) In contrast, after a 7 min SVA the
blended squaraine/C60 structure exhibits a long
squaraine tail that penetrates through >30 nm of
the C60 layer with an average concentration of 4 (
2 vol %. The C60 signal is observed throughout the
entire squaraine layer, comprising 18( 6 vol % of the
mixture, creating two bulk heterojunction-like layers

that result in the ∼60% increase in EQE compared to
the as-cast devices.
By replacing the spherical C60 with the rugby-ball-

shaped C70, we observe a reduced tendency for spher-
ulite formation on SVA. In these devices, spherulite
formation is observed only after >7 min of SVA; the
maximum OPV efficiency, however, is achieved after
6 min, approximately double the time needed for
analogous C60-based junctions. SAED measurements
of a DPASQ/C70 structure annealed for 6 min show no
evidence of crystallization whatsoever. Similar to the
case of DPASQ/C60, JSC for the DPASQ/C70 device is
increased following SVA; however, the accompanying
drop in VOC is only∼0.04 V, or∼25% of that in the C60-
based devices (see Supporting Information). This is
consistent with the DPSQ/C60 system that lacks q-e
alignment on SVA following deposition of C60, and
hence exhibits no decrease in VOC on SVA. In the case of
C70, interfacial molecular orbital overlap is limited by
lack of self-organization of the fullerene, and hence,
it cannot serve as a template for the underlying
squaraine molecules. The markedly reduced inter-
actions of the DPASQ/C70 and DPSQ/C60 junctions,
and the observed differences between the extent
of interdiffusion of donors and acceptors for junc-
tions with different crystalline registrations, demon-
strate that lattice constant and crystalline mismatch
play a significant role in solubility. This is the mole-
cular analogue to the Hume�Rothery model
where compounds with well-matched lattice dimen-
sions and crystal structures have an improved solid
solubility.24

Spherulite formation can also be inhibited by incor-
porating impurities that form an energetic barrier to
crystallization. Here, we have introduced DPSQ as such
an impurity that simultaneously extends the absorp-
tion of the blend into the NIR. Spherulite formation is
frustrated for 10 vol %DPSQ in DPASQ, and completely
arrested at 20 vol % DPSQ. Figure 4a is a plot of EQE vs
wavelength, λ, for OPVs made from various as-cast
blends of DPASQ and DPSQ. The EQE contributed from
absorption in the C60 (i.e. λ< 500 nm) is independent of
blend ratio. On addition of 10 vol % DPSQ, response
from DPSQ at λ > 650 nm appears and the EQE arising
from absorption in the DPASQ (λ≈ 550 nm) decreases
by ∼50% due to trapping of excitons on the lower
energy gap DPSQ, thereby reducing exciton diffusivity.
Further increases in DPSQ concentration leads to a
monotonic increase in NIR response and a decrease in
DPASQ response.
Following SVA, all blended devices show signifi-

cantly increased photosensitivity, with the response
at λ ≈ 550 nm roughly proportional to the DPASQ
concentration, indicative of the absence of exciton
trapping (Figure 4b). All devices with <60 vol % DPSQ
show a similar EQE ≈ 58% at λ = 440 nm resulting
from C60 absorption, while those with a higher DPSQ

Figure 3. Interdiffusionof squaraine/C60 junctions: depthpro-
files of (a) DPSQ/C60/PTCBI films and (b) blended squaraine/
C60/PTCBI films before and after SVA, measured using time-
of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry. The C2N

� frag-
ment tracks the squaraine and PTCBI concentrations, and
C9

� tracks the C60 concentration. The intense C2N
� signal at

the beginning of the scans arises from the PTCBI overlayer.
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concentration have a response approaching that of a
DPSQ/C60 heterojunction. The EQE arising from DPSQ
absorption at λ≈ 750 nm increaseswith concentration,
reaching a peak EQE = 30% for 60 vol % DPSQ (i.e., 4:6
blend of DPASQ:DPSQ). Further increases in DPSQ
concentration lead to a concomitant reduction in
response, similar to that of the neat DPSQ/C60
junction.16 The performance characteristics of optimal
4:6 DPASQ:DPSQ/C70 OPVs are VOC = 0.92 ( 0.01 V,
JSC = 9.3 ( 0.5 mA/cm2, FF = 63 ( 2%, and ηP = 5.4 (
0.3%. (See Supporting Information for performance
data of the blend cells.)

DISCUSSION

The increase in JSC and EQE on SVA of blended
DPASQ:DPSQ/C60 junctions results from phase separa-
tion at a length scale of nanometers, as evidenced by
the TEM images (cf. Figure 1), and interdiffusion of the
DPASQ and C60 (Figure 3). This intermixing draws C60
into the DPASQ to create fingers of acceptor regions in
contactwithDPSQ throughout the layer, thereby increas-
ing the internal quantum efficiency (IQE). Since optical
wavelengths aremuch larger than the crystallite dimen-
sion or spacing, the incident optical field fully encom-
passes multiple DPSQ, DPASQ, and C60 fingers. The
resulting bulk heterojunction prevents the reduction
in EQE, as anticipated for a homogeneous donor-layer
blend where the absorption of by one species in the
blend is reduced in proportion to its volume fraction.
The 4:6 DPASQ:DPSQ/C60 device with its broad

spectral coverage has been incorporated into a tan-
dem OPV. Figure 5 shows the J�V and EQE character-
istics of a tandem cell designed following previously
described methods,25�27 where the back subcell (that
closest to the Ag cathode contact) employs an active
layer comprising co-evaporated tetraphenyldibenzo-
periflanthene DBP:C70 (1:10 vol ratio),28 and the front
subcell (closest to the ITO anode) consists of a SVA
blended squaraine (4:6 DPSQ:DPASQ)/C70 bulk hetero-
junction. The optimized tandem structure (see Sup-
porting Information) is: glass substrate/100 nm ITO/
20 nm MoO3/16 nm 4:6 DPASQ:DPSQ/10 nm C70/5 nm
PTCBI/0.1 nm Ag/5 nm MoO3/25 nm DBP:C70/7 nm

C70/7 nm bathophenanthroline (BPhen)/100 nm Ag.
Figure 5a shows themeasured J�V characteristics for
both the discrete cells (circles and triangles), and the
tandem device (squares), with VOC = 1.85 ( 0.01 V,
FF = 61( 1%, JSC = 7.4( 0.4 mA/cm2, and ηP = 8.3(
0.4%. The lines in Figure 5b show the calculated
EQE for each subcell as it behaves in the tan-
dem (red dashed line for the blended squaraine
cell, blue dotted line for the DBP:C70 cell) and the
sum of the EQEs of the subcells (black solid line)
showing the overall percent of photons contribut-
ing to current in the tandem OPV. The tandem cell

Figure 4. External quantum efficiencies of blended devices: (a) EQE vs wavelength for as-cast devices, and (b) SVA devices.
The spectral absorption ranges for C60, DPASQ, and DPSQ are labeled for convenience.

Figure 5. Tandem photovoltaic cell response: (a) experi-
mental J�V characteristics in the fourth quadrant under
1 sun, simulated AM 1.5G illumination for front-only (circle),
back-only (triangle), and tandem (square) organic photo-
voltaic cells, along with characteristics extrapolated from
the model for the front subcell (dashed line) and back
subcell (dotted line) for the optical fields in the tandem
structure and the predicted tandem (solid line) response; (b)
experimental EQE spectra for front-only (circle) andback-only
(triangle) organic photovoltaic cells, along with extrapolated
spectra for the front subcell (dashed line), back subcell
(dotted line), and the sum of the two subcells (solid line).
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harvests >60% of the photons at λ < 600 nm, and
>40% at λ < 750 nm.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that self-assembled nanocrystallites
of C60 template the crystallization of the underly-
ing DPASQ layer. This results in the observation of a
possibly general process of a newly observed inverted
quasi-epitaxial growth mode, and consequent align-
ment between the two materials. The q-e alignment
results in a registered interface between donor and
acceptor molecules, leading to enhanced polaron pair
formation and recombination, and hence a reduced
VOC. The q-e growth from the interface into the bulk
DPASQ is in sharp contrast to the stable, disordered
interface that exists for DPSQ/C60 and DPASQ/C70

junctions, where little to no reduction in VOC is ob-
served on SVA. The DPASQ and C60 interdiffuse on SVA
to create a bulk heterojunction, whereas interdiffusion
of DPSQ and C60 is limited. BlendingDPSQ into DPASQ/
C60 devices results in increased JSC and VOC with ηP =
5.4 ( 0.3% following SVA. By combining blended-
squaraine/C70 and with DBP/C70 co-evaporated cells
into a tandem OPV, power conversion efficiencies of
ηP = 8.3 ( 0.4% are obtained. The implications of this
study extend well beyond applications to thematerials
studied here. Quasi-epitaxial alignment between
donor and acceptor phases must be avoided in both
bilayer and bulk heterojunction OPV cells to maximize
the open circuit voltage. Further, we describe success-
ful approaches for eliminating detrimental lattice
registration effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices were fabricated on glass

substrates precoated with a 100 nm thick layer of indium tin
oxide (ITO) previously cleaned by sonicating in detergent and a
series of solvents including heated trichloroethylene, acetone,
and heated isopropyl alcohol. Substrates were then snow-
cleaned to remove particulates29,30 and subsequently exposed
to UV/ozone for 10 min before loading into a vacuum chamber
(base pressure <1 � 10�7 Torr) where MoO3 (15 nm) was
thermally deposited at a rate of 0.1 nm/s. Substrates were
directly transferred into a high-purity nitrogen-filled glovebox
(<10 ppm O2 and H2O), where squaraines were cast from
solutions of ∼1.8 mg/mL of squaraine in chloroform. The
squaraines were synthesized, purified, and filtered as described
previously.6,16 A spin-coating ramp rate of 1000 rpm/s with a
final speed of 3000 rpm produced ∼16 nm-thick films. The
40 nm-thick C60 (MER Corp., sublimed gradewith one additional
purification via gradient sublimation purification2) and the
8 nm-thick 3,4,9,10- perylenetetracarboxylic bisbenzimidazole
(PTCBI, Sensient Technologies Corp. sublimed grade) layer were
deposited via vacuum thermal evaporation at a rate of 0.1 nm/s.
Finally, 100 nm-thick Ag cathodes were deposited through a
shadowmask with 1mm-diameter apertures at a rate of 0.1 nm/s.
All organic layer thicknesses were calibrated using variable-
angle spectroscopic ellipsometry in their transparent spectral
regions.
Solvent vapor annealing was performed after deposition of

the PTCBI buffer19 in 500 mL vials containing an excess of
dichloromethane. SVA times of 4 and 9 min were optimal for
neat DPASQ andDPSQ layers, respectively, while the optimal for
blendswas intermediatebetween that of theneat layers. A 7.5min
SVA was performed on the blended squaraine/C70 cell after PTCBI
deposition in the tandemdevice. Details of tandem andDBP:C70
device fabrication procedures are described elsewhere.25,28

Details of measurements of EQE, electron beam analysis and
other materials and device characteristics are found in the
Supporting Information
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